Finally, Warmists Find a Real Threat
By Tony Thomas, Quadrant Online, 15 November 2016
Whatever else he does, President-elect Donald Trump can be counted on to shoo those green
snouts out of the climate-scare trough -- first by repealing Obama's executive orders, then by
re-directing from the UN to domestic environmental concerns. It's a beautiful thing
“I’m feeling very flat today,” snuffled Amanda McKenzie, CEO of Tim Flannery’s
crowd-funded Climate Council. As she should, given that President-elect Trump will end
the trillion-dollar renewable-energy scam so beloved by the council.
McKenzie continues, “Progress on climate change can feel hopeless and it’s tempting to give
up and turn away.” But instead, she rattles the tin for donations of $10 a month “to allow us to
undertake some massive projects next year that will power communities and everyday
Australians to spearhead our renewable energy transition.” Good luck with that, Amanda.
Throughout the Western world, green lobbies are likewise oscillating between despair and selfdelusion over the Trump election.
Trump’s agenda – as per his election website – includes






Unleash America’s $50 trillion in untapped shale, oil, and natural gas reserves, plus
hundreds of years in clean coal reserves.
Declare American energy dominance a strategic economic and foreign policy goal of
the United States.
Become, and stay, totally independent of any need to import energy from the OPEC
cartel or any nations hostile to our interests.
Rescind all job-destroying Obama executive actions.
Reduce and eliminate all barriers to responsible energy production, creating at least a
half million jobs a year, $30 billion in higher wages, and cheaper energy.

Trump says Obama’s onslaught of regulations has been a massive self-inflicted economic
wound denying Americans access to the energy wealth sitting under their feet: “This is the
American People’s treasure, and they are entitled to share in the riches.” More than that, the
president-elect’s common-sense policies make the 20,000 climate careerists and activists in
Marrakech, led by Vice-President John Kerry, seem comically irrelevant. They were supposed
to be implementing the feeble Paris climate accord – notwithstanding that China has just
announced a 19% expansion of coal capacity over the next five years.
But with the US leadership no longer concerned about climate doom, the rationale for these
annual talk-fests (22 to date) has evaporated. Robert McNally, energy consultant and former
George W. Bush adviser, says climate change policy “is going to come to a screeching halt.
The Paris Agreement from a U.S. perspective is a dead agreement walking.”
The agreement now has only the EU’s backing in terms of actual and significant cuts to
emissions, although Australia is also now pledging to do its tiny bit for foot-shooting insanity.
The EU’s continued subsidies to renewables will merely worsen its competitiveness vis a vis
the new energy powerhouse across the Atlantic.

Trump has pledged not only to rip up the Paris deal, but to withdraw all US climate funding to
the UN. The UN climate fund is supposed to build to $100b a year for Third World mendicants.
Obama has given $500m so far and pledged $3 billion to the UN climate fund, but Trump will
divert those billions to domestic environmental projects such as the Florida Everglades. As he
told supporters, “We’re spending hundreds of billions of dollars. We don’t even know who’s
doing what with the money.”
Obama, unable to get his climate legislation through the Republican-controlled Congress, used
regulatory powers instead to get the job done. Trump can now neutralize those efforts simply
by reversal or non-enforcement of the regulations.
One of the climate war’s best-kept secrets is that there is no real constituency for renewables,
other than vested interests and noisy green groups. That’s why both candidates gave global
warming so little prominence in the campaign. Nearly a third of Americans think the global
warming scare is a total hoax.
It’s a similar story internationally: a UN annual poll last month (9.7m respondents) had “action
on climate change” rating dead last among 16 issues, with top ratings going to education, health
care and jobs. Even people from the richest nations rated climate action only 10th. The poll in
2015 got the same result.
Trump’s personal view on climate-change science is that CO2 is probably causing some
warming but the scare is vastly exaggerated. He will therefore reverse Obama’s assault on the
coal and coal-fired power sectors and give them a better chance to compete with natural gas.
Trump’s choice of key climate advisers is a nightmare for the warmist establishment. To
transition the US Environmental Protection Agency from climate activism, he’s picked
outspoken skeptic Myron Ebell, director of the Center for Energy & Environment at the
conservative Competitive Enterprise Institute. The CEI is equivalent to Australia’s Institute of
Public Affairs.
Ebell laughs at his leftist critics and cites to congress his Greenpeace listing as a leading
“climate criminal”. He thinks warming will not be a problem for one or two centuries;
meanwhile we should expand access to all types of energy – on an unsubsidized basis.
Canadian climate scientist Tim Ball told a Melbourne seminar this week that Trump is getting
science advice from satellite meteorologist Dr Roy Spencer. Spencer’s data has demonstrated
that orthodox climate models have exaggerated actual warming by a factor of two to three. His
own readings from satellites showed no significant warming for the 21 years up to the 201516 El Nino spike. He emphasises the vast uncertainties about climate forecasting and the stillunknown roles of natural forces.
Spencer, who holds a NASA Exceptional Scientific Achievement Medal for global temperature
monitoring, believes the near-universal funding of climate research by governments causes a
bias towards catastrophic forecasting, since governments won’t fund non-problems. He wants
funding to be at arm’s length from political interests. For the Department of Energy, Trump
has picked energy lobbyist Mike McKenna, with ties to the industry-backed American Energy
Alliance and Institute for Energy Research.
Trump’s election is rocking the climate-scare industry to its foundations. Four decades of
madness is coming to an end.
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